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Abstract—Software and hardware innovation has led to new consumer products and services with significant benefits to consumers and society. These advances, however, can come with great cost to society when they fail to comply with government laws and regulations. While compliance failures do result from technical missteps in design, there is also a wide gap between the technical expertise and culture of legal analysts and software engineers, as well as competing priorities between legal requirements and business objectives. In this perspective paper, we propose changing legal compliance from a corporate oversight activity to a principal design activity, wherein lawyers and software engineers employ enhanced methods and tools tailored to bridge the cultural and knowledge gap and assess legal and business trade-offs. To that end, we describe a new software quality, called Legal Accountability, which can be evaluated alongside other qualities, such as usability, modifiability, performance and testing. Legal Accountability has five properties that lawyers and designers must attend to, including legal traceability, completeness, validity, auditability and continuity. We illustrate the quality with examples from the U.S. data processing perspective, and prior work in requirements engineering, before concluding with future and ongoing research challenges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the last two decades, software engineering innovation has propelled new consumer products and services into nearly every aspect of daily life. An innovation culture has emerged that celebrates the old Facebook motto “Move Fast and Break Things,” while encouraging entrepreneurship and rapid software deployment to quickly assume a position of market leadership. This culture has in some ways diminished the role of requirements in managing stakeholder expectations, particularly in the push toward agile development. Due to software’s ubiquity and pervasiveness, untethered innovation risks harm to the public, such as reduced safety, privacy and security. When professions fail to self-regulate, governments enact laws that guide businesses about how to innovate without compromising societal goals [73]. In addition, investors have pushed back on the old motto, asking companies to increase technical expertise between legal analysts and software engineers; (2) the gap in differing technical expertise between legal analysts and software engineers; and (3) the competing priorities between legal requirements and business objectives.

In this paper, we propose a new perspective to address this
shortfall, which is to raise the activity of compliance to become a first-class software quality, which we call Legal Accountability. Similar to other qualities, such as performance and testability, Legal Accountability requires additional requirements and design activities to reduce the cost of showing how software is accountable to the law. This includes activities across the software development life-cycle (SDLC). Herein, we focus on requirements and architecture-related activities and note that quality assurance among other activities are not covered, but are also critical to assuring Legal Accountability. Unlike other qualities, and in addition to the SDLC, Legal Accountability introduces the challenge of aligning expectations between legal analysts and software engineers with regard to their interpretation of the law. In addition, Legal Accountability is a national and international quality concern, that must be tailored differently depending on the operative legal context in the jurisdiction in which the software is operating. For example, the extent to which court records are digitized in a jurisdiction can affect ease of access to a software’s legal context; or, how courts adjudicate legal cases (e.g., civil versus common law systems) affects how law is interpreted, as does the extent to which regulators in a jurisdiction have authority to enforce the law. Although Legal Accountability is a cross-national concern, this paper adopts a US-centric perspective to demonstrate Legal Accountability’s application in context.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we discuss the cultural and expertise differences in law and engineering; in Section III, we introduce background on software quality and show how it can be used to frame Legal Accountability and other quality trade-offs; in Section IV, we introduce Legal Accountability as a composite of five properties, which we contextualize using prior work in requirements engineering to identify advances and shortfalls in the state-of-the-art. This review of prior work is extensive, but not systematic, and thus important and relevant work is potentially missing. In Section V, we present new, and revive old, research challenges that arise from this perspective, with our conclusion presented in Section VII.

II. LANGUAGE, CULTURAL AND EXPERTISE CHALLENGES

Legal Accountability faces cultural and expertise challenges from integrating law and technology. First, legal requirements are written in the language of law to govern entire industries [88] and not only one company or product, whereas software requirements are written in the language of engineers and users with a specific product or software feature in mind. This broad and encompassing audience for legal requirements leads to purposeful ambiguity which is viewed by lawyers as necessary for law to function properly. Because laws are written about the technology of the day, legal requirements can refer to outdated concepts, such as “workstations,” while ignoring modern innovations, such as “tablets” and “mobile devices.” Ambiguity and dated language require interpretation to understand the intent of the law. In addition, legal requirements can describe any type of requirement, from high-level, vague and aspirational goals to low-level, design constraints.

Designers must assess how to respond to legal requirements by identifying overlaps with software requirements [15], by negotiating requirements conflicts [77], and by refining vague or ambiguous legal requirements into actionable software requirements [79], while aligning knowledge from the legal context with decisions in the design context. In this respect, legal requirements can disrupt business objectives by shifting priorities among software qualities. Finally, the culture of law, which is generally sensitive to legal risk and is often motivated to minimize it, is distinct from and sometimes in conflict with the culture of software development, which emphasizes fast releases and untested innovation, while allowing “policy” to emerge from what users and society accept as the new design status quo. Further, in this setting, a lawyer has a duty to their organization to minimize risk to it, which may conflict with the societal and ethical goals embodied in law and regulation. Lawyers are trained to follow precedent, and the nature of law practice largely rests on applying guidance from previous case law or interpretation of legislators’ intent. And the business of law is largely built around firms’ and the ability to identify and mitigate risk efficiently. From the very beginnings of their legal education, those who enter the legal profession are trained to conduct nuanced analysis of situations that may be more ambiguous than they initially seem, and for which more than one approach may be correct. In contrast, laypersons may approach the same problems more simplistically [43]. In nearly all of law school’s doctrinal courses such as torts, contracts, property, criminal law, and civil procedure (among others), law students are taught using a method that relies on thorough analysis of court decisions to derive legal principals and examine their functioning [4], [31]. But each decision, by its very nature, represents a situation in which a business, personal, or social relationship malfunctioned – so much so that court intervention was necessary to achieve a resolution. Many years focusing on such stories conditions one to a legal culture in which risk aversion is dominant. Software engineers, by comparison, use plan-driven software processes, such as variations on the V-model [32] or Spiral [10], or agile methods, such as Kanban [2] or Scrum [110]. Herein, we assume software developed using agile methods, motivated by a recent survey of software developers, where agile methods were used by 94% of respondents, whereas as few as 7% report using plan-driven methods [71]. Finally, plan-driven methods frequently integrate risk analysis activities, whereas agile methods emphasize fast delivery at the cost of limited documentation [11], which sits in contrast to the legal culture of risk aversion.

III. SOFTWARE QUALITY, AND COMPETING PRIORITIES

Software quality attributes are cross-cutting design and validation concerns that include qualities that are critical to satisfying requirements, such as modifiability, performance, safety and security. Software quality can arise as non-functional or quality requirements [40], and softgoals [84]. These requirements necessarily affect how software designers choose among various technical means, sometimes called architectural pat-
towards or tactics, to rationalize a quality increase [5]. Effective
team coordination and communication, requirement specification
quality, and responsiveness to changing requirements can affect
how well verification and testing activities guarantee
software quality [8]. Several qualities are guided by industrial
standards, such ISO 9241-11:2018, which describes usability
or “the extent to which a system can be used to achieve specific
goals.” Under ISO 9241-11:2018, software is thus designed to be
more usable. To date, there are no standards on how to
design software to be more legally accountable.

Software quality introduces quality trade-offs, where de-
signers can be forced to decrease one quality in order to
increase another. Trade-offs can be examined using goal refine-
ment alternatives [85]. Software architects play a key role in
engineering quality requirements [24]. Architects can use qual-
ity attribute scenarios to align requirements with architectural
design decisions, as well as architectural tactics, which are
reusable, techniques to achieve a specific quality attribute [5].
For example, deferred binding, which is an architectural tactic
to increase modifiability, can be implemented using plugins.
Deferred binding can also allow attackers to introduce mali-
cious code at runtime, thus reducing security. Lost quality can
sometimes be remediated, e.g., plugins can be checked for a
trusted digital signature prior to binding to thwart malicious
code injection. In other cases, decreases in one quality must be
accepted to increase a higher priority quality, e.g., encrypting
communications at the cost of performance needed to encrypt
data in transit. Softgoal satisficing can be used “to determine
the degree to which a set of nonfunctional requirements is
supported by a particular design” [83].

Laws can be motivated by a single quality attribute, such as
safety, and further defined by specific domains. In the U.S.,
the safety of software used in medical devices, automobiles
and aircraft are governed by separate regulatory frameworks.
Software used in medical devices is regulated in the U.S.
by the level of risk to patient life, wherein the highest level
of approval requires traceability among design, testing and
risk management plans [51]. Similarly, Article 25 of the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires “data
protection by design and default,” in which developers are
required to design for a quality without specific guidance
on how to conduct design activities. Designing for a legally
required quality may satisfy one but not all legal rules.

Software process focused, such as those described above,
enumerate requirements and design processes that must be
followed, whereas other regulations are focused on specifying
design constraints on technology. The U.S. Information and
Communication Technology Accessibility 508 Standards and
255 Guidelines, which governs information accessibility by
individuals with disabilities, defines permissible display color
and contrast levels, font sizes, and file formats, including

Finally, other laws increase quality by regulating business
practices, such as the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule, which regulates
which healthcare practices must adopt specific privacy require-
ments. These laws often include legal ambiguity, which must
be interpreted by designers [79], [94].

Unlike qualities that originate in design or development,
Legal Accountability is a quality that arises from compliance
activities, beginning in a review of laws, legal precedents
and enforcement actions and leading into requirements and
design. Legal Accountability is more than compliance, which
has largely become an oversight activity where engineers apply
canonical solutions to legal problems at the direction of legal
analysts. In contrast, Legal Accountability benefits from co-
design activities involving legal analysts and software engi-
neers. In addition, where laws aim for organizations to achieve
societal goals, and because technology frequently outpaces
law, Legal Accountability can be achieved by engineers who
move beyond any specific regulatory rule to achieve the legal
goal, and by identify potential pitfalls and software failures
not explicitly described by the law [12]. We envision Legal
Accountability being applicable to any regulatory framework,
and that its utility will be greater when regulation lacks
specific technology-focused requirements, or when the regu-
lated qualities are in competition with other business-driven
qualities. Legal Accountability can be used to rationalize
design decisions in ambiguous regulatory contexts, such as
those that govern business practices, versus technologies and
their engineering process (e.g., building codes).

IV. LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY

The manner in which requirements and software engineers
approach software quality is ideal for addressing the current
gap in software compliance. Quality is realized through a com-
position of supporting requirements that introduce alternatives
and require trade-offs [85]. Quality fundamentally changes
how software is designed, because it must support activities
to demonstrate the quality (see ISO 9000:2015).

We define Legal Accountability as the extent to which
software is accountable to law and regulation. Similar to
other software qualities in design [5], Legal Accountability
is increased by design decisions of software engineers as
observed through measurable responses by the system. Unlike
other qualities, Legal Accountability is predicated on bi-
directional communication between software engineers, who
must communicate to legal analysts how the software complies
with law, and legal analysts, who must clarify the intent and
context of the law. Therefore, we identified five minimum
properties of Legal Accountability that are motivated by a
software’s need to demonstrate accountability to law and reg-
ulation, which embody societal and ethical goals recognized
by lawmakers. Demonstrating accountability to law requires
answering the following questions: in the event of a claim of
legal non-compliance, one must demonstrate what was done
to comply with a legal rule (Traceability), how does one know
they have covered all legal concern (Completeness), and what
design-time and runtime evidence exists to defend against a
legal claim (Auditability)? The strength of the position as a
defense depends on knowing that a decision is legally correct
(Validity), and on being responsive to change: as societal or
ethics goals change, the law changes, or the software changes, ensuring that Legal Accountability is preserved by revisiting such changes in the requirements and design (Continuity). A few of these properties have received significant attention in the requirements community, e.g., traceability, whereas others have received far less, e.g., validity.

In the remainder of this section, we refer to legal rules as **rights**, which describe what actors are permitted to do, **obligations**, which describe what actors are required to do, and **prohibitions**, which describe what actors are prohibited from doing. **Duties** are obligations imposed on one actor by another actor who exercises their rights. Formal taxonomies for legal rules have been based on Deontic Logic [56] and Hohfeld’s legal concepts [49].

### A. Traceability

Traceability holds, if every obligation, duty and prohibition that covers the software is traceable to a design decision. Companies may further wish to trace rights, which yield discretionary requirements, should the company choose to exercise those rights. Software requirements can be extracted from laws and regulations [16], and such artifacts need to be traceable back to legal citations to measure legal requirements coverage [42]. In addition to handling legal citations, requirements engineers must balance rights and obligations, reconcile exceptions to legal rules, and resolve ambiguity when extracting legal requirements [16].

Traceability depends on two critical techniques: identifying legal primitives, and resolving cross-references. Methods have been introduced to automatically annotate legal texts to identify rights, obligations and permissions, including techniques based on context-free grammars [86] and regular expressions [97] and constituency and dependency parsing [105]. Cross-references must be resolved to identify dependencies among legal requirement [14] to answer questions, such as where are terms-of-art defined, or does this requirement have any refinements, follow-on obligations, or exceptions? Techniques often employ schema to formalize the text’s paragraph structure [14], [98], followed by regular expressions to detect cross-references in texts [98]. Annotators can be used to query legal texts for knowledge discovery [104].

Traceability supports the mapping or linking of legal requirements into software requirements artifacts that are more familiar to designers or more easily integrated into existing design processes. Target artifacts to which legal requirements can be traced include enhanced requirements templates [103], business models [99], and regulation scenario models with compliance links [37]. When deriving requirements or other software artifacts from law, tool-supported, document-based methods are needed to encode trace links from rules in legal texts to these artifacts [36]. Traceability information models can be configured to select the most relevant trace links between critical requirements and design decisions [108].

Techniques to automate traceability in compliance take advantage of machine learning [21], [44]. This includes applications of probabilistic network models that were applied to trace among HIPAA security regulations and healthcare product requirements [21], and deep learning with word embeddings applied to positive train control requirements that combined regulatory rules with system requirements into a single dataset [44].

The above advances in traceability are necessary to address compliance in software design. Only tracing from legal text to software artifacts excludes the broader legal context, which we now discuss.

### B. Completeness

Completeness holds, when for a law that covers a business practice supported by software, every obligation, duty and prohibition imposed by that law is accounted for; this includes obligations, duties and prohibitions that follow from the business or other parties exercising any rights granted to them by the law [16]. Completeness encompasses multiple considerations, including: (1) whether a practice is governed by a particular law; (2) if governed, what must be done to comply with the law; and (3) if governed, what are the risks of noncompliance (i.e., should the practice be designed to comply). To achieve completeness, it is necessary to comprehend the entire legal context, which includes laws and regulations, legal precedents, and enforcement actions. While it is impossible to guarantee completeness and assert that no element of this context has been missed, designers should plan to periodically extend and update their comprehension of the legal context.

1) **Laws and Regulations**: In the U.S., laws consist of statutes, enacted by a legislative body, and regulations interpret statutes as directed by the legislature to yield rules that organizations must follow to comply with the law. Laws and regulations impose direct requirements in the form of duties and obligations, and can establish relevant rights. Guidance documents and other instruments, which are often non-binding, help to clarify existing obligations. These requirements are written to describe systems in one or more industries, thus they can closely align with system requirements in software engineering [88]. The subject of legal requirements can be organizations, a stakeholder or a technology. Legal requirements may be goal-oriented or they may describe low-level design constraints. Companies may need to comply with laws from multiple jurisdictions [38], [41]. Several distinctions are important for engineers to understand, including legal rights, obligations, and permissions, and relationships among requirements, such as exemptions and refinements [14], [16]. Legal requirements can be framed as rules versus standards: rules provide “clarity and forewarning,” whereas standards provide “greater flexibility for interpretation” by engineers [68].

Yet obligations, duties, and exemptions prescribed in statutory law or regulation are not always clear. Indeed, law and policy often avoid clear specification in favor of purposefully ambiguous rules that require interpretation. Oftentimes, law

\[1 \text{Requirements engineers refer to “coverage” which accommodates incompleteness. Because ignorance of the law is not a legal defense, we chose completeness to describe this property.}\]
and policy makers harbor uncertainty about when a particular law or policy will apply, and therefore build in flexibility to account for unknown or unpredictable circumstances. Or, drafters of law and policy may be unsure about how to solve a particular identified problem, and turn to ambiguity to support experimentation toward determining the most effective problem-solving methods.

2) Legal Precedents: Ambiguities in legal rules are often resolved through after-the-fact and retroactive oversight by courts and similar adjudicative bodies. Through cases, courts resolve disputes that arise between parties concerning the application of a law or regulation to a specific set of facts. Through the adjudicative process, ambiguities in law and regulation are interpreted and clarified over time by judicial rulings on specific situations. In a recent case involving the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), a U.S. federal court was called to interpret the applicability of statutory provisions defining “businesses” and “service providers” to a cloud software company that suffered a cyberattack as the result of having an allegedly “deficient security program.” The company argued that the CCPA provisions it was alleged to have violated only applied to “businesses,” and the company was not a “business” under the law, but rather a “service provider.” After reviewing the company’s practices, the court disagreed, and determined that the company did qualify as a “business.” Further, the court concluded that the statutory definition of “business” is a broader term that encompasses “service provider,” and therefore, the company could not evade CCPA liability even if it were a “service provider.” Such cases form binding legal precedents that become an additional source of legal authority alongside statutes and regulations. The gradual development and extension of law and regulation through cases with specific fact patterns allows for careful consideration of meaning and effects at a level of granularity that is usually impossible to reach during the drafting process [30]. As a result, the decisions of adjudicative bodies become essential to comprehending and implementing law and regulation, and thus crucial to establishing the legal context. Because validity is a joint decision by the legal requirement and its legal context. This is especially true in the U.S., where government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels are responsible for enforcing laws passed by legislative bodies. [See, e.g., Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 476 U.S. 837 (1984)] For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the de facto privacy and data protection authority in the U.S. The FTC polices unfair or deceptive acts in commerce to address privacy and data protection wrongs. Settlement agreements between the FTC and alleged violators make up a robust body of jurisprudence that organizations must examine to ascertain the current boundaries of prohibited and permissible conduct related to privacy and data protection [106]. Thus, enforcement actions are a valuable tool to gauge the regulatory risk associated with particular courses of conduct.

Legal analysts play an essential role in achieving completeness. A legal analyst specializing in a particular subject area, such as data protection law, will be fluent in not only existing statutory or regulatory law in that area, but in proposed law as well. In addition, the legal analyst will track the development legal interpretations of courts and adjudicative bodies by reviewing judicial opinions, the outcomes of enforcement actions, and documents supplying guidance on best practices for complying with relevant laws. Through the practice of law, as well as teaching, publishing, and presenting, legal professionals continuously hone their skills and expertise to be current and competent. In many jurisdictions across the globe, legal professionals are subject to continuing legal education and training requirements even after entering practice. Armed with legal fluency, legal analysts can help define, interpret, and convey the legal context to software engineers to better account for relevant obligations, duties and rights.

C. Validity

Validity holds, if every traceable software requirement and design decision is a valid interpretation of a legal requirement and its legal context. Because validity is a joint decision by the legal analyst and software engineer, validity benefits from designs that are simple and explainable to non-engineers with legal training, and that have guarantees in spite of dynamic, distributed and parallel processes that increase complexity. Interpretations of law and policy can be open and varying due to textual vagueness, incompleteness and syntactic, semantic, and referential ambiguity [79]. Such ambiguity and vagueness can yield increasing flexibility in how designers determine what is legally valid [101], while also increasing perceived risk by users [7]. What is legally valid is also subject to decreasing flexibility in light of increased enforcement risk [13].

In requirements engineering, important but little work has been done to understand the interpretability of law. Legal experts were shown to demonstrate higher rates of statistical agreement than technical professionals or lay people, when deciding if an organization is covered by a law and whether two legal requirements are similar or different [43]. Software engineering graduate students exhibit low agreement when deciding if an organization is covered by a law and whether two legal requirements are similar or different [43]. Software engineering graduate students exhibit low agreement when deciding if a requirement satisfies an organization’s legal obligations, including when using the Wideband Delphi method to organize engineers into a ritualized agreement exercise [78]. The above research shows that deciding coverage is difficult for engineers alone; whereas, crowdsourcing was shown to resolve lexical, syntactic and semantic ambiguity in law when choosing the correct definition of a term with 87% accuracy, as compared to expert decisions [29]. Techniques in requirements engineering have been criticized for having a “textualist view” of the law, often examining only a single requirement or single
law, while ignoring the larger legal context, such as case law, doctrinal work, and unofficial judicial practice, and notably criticized for excluding the role and input of legal experts [9].

To address this limitation and properly advance the state-of-the-art, we envision one way to establish legal validity using a bidirectional design review. In Figure 1, we envision three distinct phases in the review: (1) legal comprehension, wherein the legal expert and software engineer work together to comprehend the legal context as it applies to the existing or planned software; phase (2) design expression, wherein the engineers propose a new or modified design to satisfy legal requirements; and phrase (3) design recording, wherein the justified design proposal is summarized as issues recorded in a modern issue tracker, including features for any new design proposals, and bugs when elements in an existing design do not satisfy new requirements.

Legal Comprehension  
Question to clarify  
Question to clarify using hypothetical  

Design Expression  
Feature: Personal information retention service  
Bug: Plugin interface doesn't register personal information on setup  
Bug: Plugin interface doesn't register data deletion callback  

Design delta recorded in an Issue Tracker  
Support  
Challenge  
Response  

Fig. 1. Establishing Legal Validity through Design Reviews

During comprehension and expression, the parties engage in an inquiry cycle-like discussion [90] that is supported by argumentation structures to clarify legal boundaries, and justify and challenge design proposals and counter proposals. Such structures have been proposed in RE in prior work: including design arguments [55], [59], [92] based on the Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) [69], security arguments [46] using the Toulmin model [65], [115], and legal compliance arguments integrated into goal models [53] based on the acceptability evaluation framework [57]. Tools to identify legal rules, cross-references and ambiguities from legal texts [29], [97], [98] can provide inputs to these discussions, however, establishing legal validity must integrate the broader legal context to include non-binding guidance documents, legal precedents from court cases that add judicial clarity, and histories of regulator enforcement actions. Moreover, these discussions can result in design alternatives that can be documented using goal-modelling tools that support argumentation [53].

The three phases shown in Figure 1 build on theory in cross-functional teaming to promote effective knowledge transfer across legal analysts and engineers using knowledge transcendence [74], and front- and back-loading knowledge transfers SRJ16, while recognizing the transfer impact of language differences, subject-matter novelty and value systems [28].

Legal validity is established by tracking discussions during comprehension and expression, and auditability (see Section IV-D) is supported in the expression phase as static evidence (e.g., library and service specifications, and their pre- and post-conditions) and dynamic evidence (e.g., log data) described at design-time and collected at runtime. While we present comprehension and expression as distinct phases, they are more likely intertwined.

Unlike traditional design reviews, the envisioned approach must integrate with agile methods by reusing existing infrastructure, such as user stories and issue tracking systems. This requirement is critical as some developers prefer defined compliance processes that prioritize the software release process [60], and agile methods have been widely adopted to support fast and responsive release cycles [71].

To further illustrate Figure 1, we present Table I that shows a hypothetical design discussion modeled on prior research [58] to comply with §1798.105(a) of the California Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CCPA), which reads: “A consumer shall have the right to request that a business delete any personal information about the consumer which the business has collected from the consumer.” Indentation indicates a threaded response to an earlier comment. The discussion illustrates exchanges where legal comprehension and design expression lead to design decisions. Each statement is labeled by the participant role (engineer, legal analyst) and a unique statement number (/S1, /S2, etc.) In the left column, engineer #1 aims to interpret a legal definition by positioning a technical example (S1), which is justified by the legal analyst (S2) and challenged by engineer #2 (S3). To support auditability, the structure to comprehend the definition of “personal information” on the left illustrates the legal and design rationale for excluding web logs from functions created to satisfy legal rules, such as the purging function to support 105(a) described on the right. This is an example of a static design element that originates in the comprehension phase. In the right column, engineer #1 proposes a design concept for having developers register personal information types by category at runtime (S6), which is a dynamic design element that can be audited using logs of data type registrations by components. By registering data types, engineer #1 aims to reduce compliance costs if the law changes by introducing a general design solution (S8), which is a principal goal of Legal Accountability.

In the right column, engineer #1 also proposes a design concept for purge (S6), which undergoes a series of reciprocal challenges by engineers #2 and #1 (S7-S9), and a justification by the legal analyst (S10). To support legal validity, the decision to register data by category, and decentralize purge, is motivated by considering design alternatives (S7 versus S8) and design constraints (S9 is a constraint that justifies S7), as well as additional legal rules (S10). The outcome of the hypothetical discussion would be a new feature (the retention service) plus changes to existing components, as noted on the right side of Figure 1. Legal validity rests on the totality of these questions and responses in support of the law. This could be realized as Kaur suggests by identifying the kinds of statements, their relations to other statement types, and so on, as an evolving, coordinated, collaboratively constructed decision by the legal analyst and software engineer.
D. Auditability

Auditability holds, if the design and runtime artifacts provide evidence of when every obligation is discharged and, of when duties are discharged in response to stakeholders who exercise their rights and the business is a counterparty to those rights. Auditability serves internal business auditors, contracted third-party auditors, or those who have the legal right to challenge or request evidence of an accounting, including subpoena powers. Traceability can be used to aid auditability by linking legal rules to target software artifacts that implement those requirements. However, auditability concerns the type and quality of the target artifacts as they serve to demonstrate that obligations and duties have been properly discharged. We distinguish between direct evidence of legal requirements to document design decisions, and indirect evidence that covers the detailed implementation of the decision, and evidence of static representations of software at design-time, such as documented requirements, architecture, test cases and formal and informal models, versus dynamic representations of software at runtime, such as log data, to show the context of the design choice.

Legal texts and guidelines can be explicit about what is auditable, such as the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which includes an obligation in §164.514(b)(1)(ii) to document the decision of an expert when applying statistical methods to de-identify protected health information. If a statistics-trained software engineer were to propose using differential privacy [27] to de-identify health data, then this decision must be documented under the Rule. What is less clear from the Rule, however, is the extent to which the legal analyst and software engineer need to document the implementation of the decision. The guidance raises questions that companies should answer, such as [52]: who qualifies as an expert, how long is an expert decision valid for, and how does an expert assess the risk of a decision? The guidance does not cover how to document the software-based evidence created by companies who discharge the obligation. Does the software need to record the code-level implementation, or each event when data is de-identified, or which version of a method was applied, should the expert propose multiple methods, or revise a method later?

In addition to explicit documentation requirements found in legal texts, companies may choose to document decisions because of exigencies not covered by the text. For example, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) does not expressly require that a company obtain consent from a website user before placing cookies on their browser. Under the CCPA, certain obligations, duties, and rights are triggered when a business engages in a “sale” of personal information, which the CCPA defines as the disclosure of or otherwise making available personal information “for monetary or other valuable consideration.” This definition applies to the exchange for value of all consumer information, including sharing personal data captured by cookies and other tracking technologies with third parties. However, a business does not “sell” personal

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Comprehension</th>
<th>Design Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineer 1 /S1</strong>: How do we define “personal information”? If we collect a user’s IP address in a web server log file, is that personal information, and do we need to purge data from the log? I doubt the information security team would approve of that. #security</td>
<td><strong>Engineer 1 /S6</strong>: I understand, so to support a 105(a)-compliant purge function, we need a way to categorize and track data as security-related and internal use-only. We may want a service where teams register personal information under these categories, and receive a future callback when a customer requests deletion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Analyst /S2</strong>: Personal information is defined in 140(o)(1) and 140(o)(1)(A) specifically lists IP addresses.</td>
<td><strong>Engineer 2 /S7</strong>: Why do we need to track the categories? Can’t teams receive the request and delete personal information on their own?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineer 2 /S3</strong>: True, but 105(d)(2) makes an exception for when information is used to “detect security incidents, protect against malicious, deceptive, fraudulent, or illegal activity” which should cover log files.</td>
<td><strong>Engineer 1 /S8</strong>: How would we verify that teams covered all the information types listed in 140(o)(1), and what if interpretations of the types change? I feel we should centrally manage retention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineer 1 /S4</strong>: Okay, but 105(d)(7) makes an exception for “internal uses that are reasonably aligned with the expectations of the consumer.” If that’s the original purpose for the collection, then why do we need to delete anything?</td>
<td><strong>Engineer 2 /S9</strong>: I know of one situation where the team stores data locally on a mobile device to optimize for performance during poor network connectivity. In that case, they would need to receive notification to perform the purge locally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Analyst /S5</strong>: That’s true, only if the uses are “internal” and “expected,” noting that 105(d)(7) doesn’t apply to third parties, and 105(c) requires us to “direct any service providers to delete the consumer’s personal information from their records.” #thirdparty</td>
<td><strong>Legal Analyst /S10</strong>: A reason to track the categories is to ensure consumers are properly informed about the categories pursuant to 110(a)(1) and (c)(1), and 115(a)(1)-(3), and other similar sections. #categories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
information when the consumer directs the business to “(i) intentionally disclose personal information or (ii) intentionally interact with one or more third parties.” Thus in order to minimize risk when permitting other parties to deploy cookies, a website may avoid the triggering of the attendant obligations, duties, and rights by obtaining and documenting a user’s consent as evidence that the consumer directed the business to “intentionally disclose personal information.”

In addition, other parties may be granted the right to request an audit. Organizations may implement their own policies for auditing, or contract with third parties, and laws may grant outside parties such rights. The GDPR, Article 15, for example, grants people described by data, called data subjects, the right to obtain a copy of their personal data that is being processed by software. While a data subject request could trigger a flurry of activity by system administrators to search databases for relevant data, a system designed to be Legally Accountable would reduce the effort and time to generate this copy by design. In all circumstances, auditability should be driven by who has the right to request an audit, and what should narrowly be reported within the scope of a legally required audit.

Design techniques for “forensic-ready” software, which explicitly preserves evidence to aid in digital forensic investigations, could support auditability [1], [89]. This includes methods that use harm-based, risk metrics to prioritize which requirements to audit as potential sources of evidence [26], and techniques to guide developers on deciding where to log and what to log [96]. While these approaches were initially developed in the context of security incidents, they may generalize to violations of law.

E. Continuity

Continuity holds, if the design ensures to the greatest extent possible that no gaps arise in compliance, and when gaps do arise due to environmental or technical issues, then designers can show that any issues are commercially reasonable. Continuity is challenged when technology innovation outpaces the law, introducing harms unforeseen by regulators that would be cause for updating the law. In this respect, designers who anticipate and achieve the legal goal, despite the absence of a specific legal rule, can increase the robustness of continuity against future changes in law. Continuity is further challenged when the legal context changes, such as the introduction of new laws and amendments to old laws, new judicial opinions that change how existing law should be interpreted, or when regulators update their guidelines. Under these circumstances, the legal analyst and software engineer must review an existing design and, using traceability, identify the requirements, design and implementation that must be re-assessed.

While laws and guidelines do change, many prominent laws do so infrequently. For example, the HIPAA was enacted in 1996, and one regulatory interpretation of the HIPAA, called the Privacy Rule, was finalized in 1999. The Privacy Rule was then modified in 2002, 2013, 2014 and 2016. In the U.S., the public is invited to comment on proposed changes, which occurred prior to each of these modifications. While the HIPAA legislative act was not amended between 1996-2021, the supporting regulation was amended. Similar examples can be found of changing laws and guidelines, such as DO-178B, which is the de facto industry standard covering flight control software to comply with 14 CFR 21.601-621 and which was introduced in 1992 and updated in 2011.

Continuity is also challenged when software is modified statically or dynamically, and when software is distributed across development teams. Designs that are resilient to unspecified changes reduce the risk of breaking continuity and of maintaining Legal Accountability. Technology innovation can outpace law, in which case revealing and achieving the regulatory goal can increase robustness against non-compliance when software changes [12]. To illustrate, consider a business objective to deliver flexible online learning environments to children in K-8 schools. The U.S. Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) Rule requires this business to obtain verifiable parental consent before collecting information from children under 13. Figure 2 presents a hypothetical software architecture that consists of a consent module for standardizing consent functions across services, an educational platform that coordinates services, and one or more learning module plugins that allow the platform to be modified post-deployment with minimal cost. The platform was designed using the Broker architectural design pattern, which supports modifiability by dispatching service requests to responsible modules that can be changed at runtime. Notably, learning module #2 is a third-party plugin, thus platform designers must account for how third-parties will comply with COPPA.

Figure 2 presents four legal obligations about obtaining consent under COPPA, each numbered by the legal paragraph containing those obligations. To integrate compliance into an agile process, software engineers can write a user story, “As a parent, I will first consent to the collection of my child’s personal information,” and attach acceptance tests to the story, such as ensuring that the consent page includes an unchecked option to consent to third-party disclosures. The COPPA Rule describes requirements in §312.5(b) concerning permitted methods to obtain consent that may be included with this story as legally required story sub-tasks or acceptance tests. When consent is revoked, children’s data must be deleted from any devices where that data is stored.

The “flexible learning environment” business objective is interpreted by engineers as a plugin-based architecture that supports dynamically loaded learning modules. This objective drives modifiability as a high-priority software quality attribute. Legal Accountability under COPPA, however, imposes two specific constraints on the architecture: (i) prior to offering parents access to third-party plugins, parents must first specifically consent to these plugins under §312.5(a)(2); and (ii) whenever a plugin is re-loaded due to a material change in plugin design, parental consent must be re-obtained for this change under §312.5(a)(1). In addition to these constraints, Legal Accountability requires legal analysts and software engineers to be able to communicate how this architecture
implements these constraints, and if challenged by a regulator, they must show evidence that non-compliance events have not occurred at runtime.

COPPA 312.3(b): Obtain parental consent prior to any collection, use and/or disclosure

COPPA 312.8(b): Only release children's personal information to third parties who are capable of protecting such information

Fig. 2. Legal Continuity and Platform Modifiability

In addition to requiring software to be easily auditable, Legal Accountability requires software to remain accountable, even when other design pressures, such as ease of modification, are prioritized. By introducing Legal Accountability as a software quality, these pressures can be assessed in the context of their impact on compliance at design-time.

V. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

In this section, we identify a cross-section of research areas that require investigation to realize Legal Accountability.

A. Cross-functional Teaming

• Challenge #1: How to integrate legal and engineering experts in agile, cross-functional teams?

Design reviews can be used to establish legal validity by drawing upon legal and software engineering expertise in a combined, cross-functional team. Cross-functional teams are known to face considerable knowledge transfer challenges [74], which can be addressed by improving the codification of knowledge to support easy transfer [63], and by recognizing the boundaries of transfer due to expertise dissimilarity [64] and transactional memory [63]. Creativity in cross-functional teams increases when teams are encouraged to take risks [100], which can create tension with the risk aversive culture of law. A leading cause of failure in cross-functional teams is siloed team members and lack of adherence to shared artifacts, such as design specifications [112]. To support legal accountability, new methods and tools must improve knowledge transfer and enable bi-directional co-design of specifications early in the development process.

Agile methods are among the most commonly used software processes [71], and developers have reported a preference for defined compliance processes that prioritize software release [60]. While cross-functional teams exist in software development, they may be uncommon, even in safety-critical systems [76]. The emphasis on communication over documentation in Agile does not always lead to better functioning, interdisciplinary teams, especially when design rationale is undocumented or changing [48]. However, lightweight methods that support knowledge transfer between legal- and engineering-trained team members could be a promising area of requirements research. Moreover, integrating these methods into existing tools for continuous integration, continuous delivery (CI/CD) would further meet the challenge of aligning Legal Accountability with modern software release and maintenance activities.

B. Dialogical and Dialectical Reasoning

• Challenge #2: How to achieve design acceptance with cross-disciplinary reasoning?

Aligning the legal and design context to support Legal Accountability requires an extended exchange of ideas, which is dialogical, or comprised of multiple logics - the logic of law, and the logic of software design [22]. Speakers in a dialogue can presuppose certain ideas are known to the other party as background information, called common ground [20], [107]. Divergences from what is mutually known, including: assumptions, or what a speaker assumes is part of common ground and thus knowledge that is accessible to the other speaker; presumptions, or what a speaker believes is mutually believed by both parties; and pretenses, or beliefs that are false or ambitious in light of facts [107]. When the logic of law and software engineering conflict with one another, the exchange shifts to dialectical reasoning, in which arguments, points and counterpoints are constructed [22]. One cannot simply take the union of common grounds in law and software engineering to support design discussions and establish legal validity. Legal analysts and software engineers must instead construct dialogical “bridges” with intentional scaffolding so that each counterparty can surface and communicate assumptions, evaluate presumptions and avoid pretenses. Technical design details, which are taken for granted, can limit a legal analyst’s access to potential public harms and risk mitigations. Without such bridges, legal risk will influence how legal analysts sustain and amplify their own pretenses in ways that engineers fail to comprehend, wherein one party – the legal analyst who seeks to minimize risk – is left to assume monologic control of prohibitions over design choices.

In requirements engineering, past research to understand tacit knowledge [35] and common ground [109] provide direction, while Legal Accountability introduces new challenges: (1) how to support bi-directional communication, wherein legal analysts co-design with software engineers; and (2) how to interrelate the specialized forms of reasoning in which legal analysts and software engineers are separately trained. Notations and models have been proposed for documenting requirements during early design discourse [25], [90], and goal models in particular have been adapted to model legal requirements [39], yet to our knowledge no complementary models for documenting legal reasoning during discourse have been proposed in software engineering.
C. Education and Expertise

- **Challenge #3: How to train engineers and lawyers in cross-functional areas?**

Successful design reviews depend on participating software engineers and lawyers having a minimal, baseline understanding of each other’s domain. For example, it is important that software engineers have a basic understanding of the legal context, the life cycle of a law, and its potential scope from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Software engineers must understand that law and regulation is frequently crafted to be purposefully vague or ambiguous about—or silent on—key operative features, such that interpretation in light of the full legal context is required to distill the law’s full effect. Legal analysts must have a basic understanding of computer organization, distributed systems, and the software development life cycle, in particular, how requirements relate to architecture and quality assurance, and how these relationships are used for performance and verification. These prerequisites raise questions about the breadth of knowledge, expertise, and education sufficient for stakeholders to effectuate Legal Accountability in practice.

D. Legal Ambiguity and Design Uncertainty

- **Challenge #4: How to synthesize requirements from purposeful ambiguity and overall legal intent?**

- **Challenge #5: How to assure system behavior in unspecified components?**

Requirements engineering research in ambiguity is extensive. The general approach is to acquire syntactic and semantic mappings from potentially ambiguous text to possible denotations [34]. While the challenges of identifying ambiguous terms in legal texts is important and has received critical attention and tool support [29], [79], [94]. Legal Accountability draws attention to other research questions about when ambiguity is purposeful to provide design flexibility, and in what form a design is best to comply. For example, when determining which software engineering decisions are legally reasonable. This is an area of frustratingly high uncertainty for software engineers.

U.S. law frequently relies on “reasonableness” as an appropriate standard of conduct. For example, the U.S. FTC has brought enforcement action against companies who fail to provide reasonable data security. While the FTC has recently clarified “reasonable security” by enumerating specific safeguards in enforcement orders [13], it has yet to provide a firm definition. Companies typically formulate their own definitions based on industry norms and standards and what the FTC finds to be unreasonable. New research to define reasonable standards should consider: how a solution achieves broader legal goals, the level of expertise of the designer, available marketplace solutions and their technical limitations, the cost of a solution, and how reasonable standards change over time.

Laws that increase transparency shed new light on design uncertainty, which concerns situations where the law is clear, but whether and how the design complies with the law is unclear. This has generally been observed as a challenge to technical professionals [43] and software engineers [78] who analyze one or two requirements. In more advanced cases, distributed systems involving third-party components, which are typically protected by intellectual property law or as trade secrets, and the need for explainability in machine learning [18], [19], [66] introduce design ambiguity. Computational techniques to validate whether third-party components, designs and operations conform to first-party requirements are needed.

E. Risk Analysis and Harm

- **Challenge #6: How to model and estimate risk for abstract and prospective harms?**

Legal and engineering systems both assess and manage risk while reducing harms, although, sources of risk and what constitutes harm are not always in alignment. In law, regulatory risk concerns the “financial loss exposure arising from the [likelihood] that regulatory agencies will make changes in the current rules, or impose new rules,” and regulatory compliance risk concerns exposure to losses “when business rules are not followed” [33]. In software engineering, risk is defined as the “combination of the probability of an abnormal event or failure and the consequence(s) of that event or failure to a system’s components, operators, users, or environment” (ISO/IEC 24765:2010). Abnormal events may include the “inability of a product to perform a required function or its inability to perform within previously specified limits,” called failures, or “a situation with a potential for human injury, damage to health, property, or the environment,” called harms (ISO/IEC 24765:2010).

Requirements engineering research examines failures and hazards, or the “source of potential harm” (ISO/IEC 24765:2010). This includes goal-modeling methods to identify failures and hazards, called obstacles, and their countermeasures to reduce harm [3], [70]. Enhanced goal models can account for external sources of uncertainty, or risk likelihood, and be used to identify the most problematic, low-level goals [17]. Security requirements methods, e.g., SQUARE [80], include steps to identify misuse [102] and abuse cases [81] that document security-related hazards, before performing risk assessments to prioritize hazards based on likelihood and severity. Security risk covers confidentiality, integrity and availability [47], whereas privacy risk concerns privacy harms as they are experienced by data subjects [6].

Techniques have been proposed in safety-critical systems to address safety, risk and hazard analysis [116]. Method improvements to reduce harms by safety-critical systems include reducing communication gaps in cross-functional teams [75]. Certification processes to demonstrate compliance with standards often require evidence collection, however, some processes have been criticized for yielding “statements on paper,” while actual requirements are embedded as artifact implementations and known only to safety engineers [76].

While prior research focuses mainly on failures and hazards, more work is needed to understand harms. Because law holds companies accountable to definitions of harm, methods that link requirements to harm are likely to inform lawmakers on
better ways to legislate, and inform regulators on better ways to interpret law. This is increasingly true when software affects abstract harms. In law, harm typically encompasses physical harm to body or property, harm to one’s reputation, emotional harm and harm due to violations of conferred rights. Recently, software has been designed to manipulate emotions [67], which shows how requirements can creep into more abstract harms, like emotions [93]. In the data processing, harm is often defined in terms of future uses of data, including potential for discrimination, manipulation, inadequate notice, lost control, and chilling effects. Such uses often produce relatively small effects such as frustration, aggravation, anxiety, inconvenience that are nevertheless experienced by a large number of people [23]. Courts struggle to recognize certain data processing harms\(^2\), yet these harms inform data processing regulation. Therefore, new research on personal [91] and human values [45], [82], and their relation to socio-political beliefs [114] can inform how regulators define and regulate harm in law.

VI. LIMITATIONS

This perspective is limited to data processing law. Detailed and mature methods and tools for legal compliance exist in other domains, such as aviation, automotive and medicine. We believe this is due in part in the U.S. to several reasons: there is a longer history of regulating safety in these domains; there are established and autonomous U.S. regulatory agencies with almost exclusive regulatory authority in these domains; and there is a clearer definition of harm in these domains, e.g., bodily harm, mental harm and financial harm. While much can be learned from these domains to support legal compliance in data processing, these differences also limit the effectiveness of knowledge transfer. The diversity and speed of innovation in data processing limits what regulators can accomplish through rulemaking, and thus explains why data processing law includes purposeful ambiguity. This difference requires software designers to bear more of the burden of specifying their own processes in the context of their software. Thus, we believe data processing law presents a starting point where new methods and tools can arise with a better fit to less prescriptive design contexts, while borrowing best practices from domains with more extensive regulation.

Second, the perspective is limited to companies operating in the United States. While companies who operate within the U.S. and outside the U.S. also need to comply with laws in non-U.S. jurisdictions, such as the GDPR, the authors’ expertise is primarily with U.S. law and the U.S. legal system. That said, we believe there can be similarity across legal systems and that this perspective could be a starting point for researchers in non-U.S. jurisdictions to critique, extend and propose alternatives to this perspective to accommodate a broader vision of Legal Accountability. Concerns that should be considered across jurisdictions that primarily affect the construction and interpretation of the legal context include: (1) the extent of digitization of laws and court records, e.g., made available through e-justice systems [72], [117], which allows legal analysts and software engineers to more easily itemize and trace legal requirements, legal precedents, etc. into a Legal Accountability framework. (2) Legal systems, including courts, adjudicate legal claims using different procedures and background. Common law systems that rely on precedent, or a hierarchical court system, to reason about standing or violations of law suggest a different interpretation of the legal context by analysts and engineers than a civil law system, where each case is reviewed independently against the statute or regulation. (3) Finally, who is charged with enforcing the law, what authority that agency has been granted, and what resources the have available to perform enforcement can affect how legal analysts prioritize legal risk.

VII. CONCLUSION

As software increasingly pervades nearly every aspect of daily life, software engineers need new tools to reduce the compliance burden and ensure that laws and policies are integrated into design, early. Specific challenges to this integration include the cultural and expertise misalignment between law and engineering. In this paper, we propose a new software quality, called Legal Accountability, which aims to change compliance from an oversight activity into a principal design activity. Legal Accountability is comprised of at least five properties, including legal traceability, completeness, validity, auditability and continuity. We motivate new and old cross-cutting research challenges that are introduced by this perspective by reviewing prior work in requirements and software engineering. Three implications of this proposal include that legal analysts and software engineers must learn new ways to collaborate in their decision making using shared artifacts to build shared understanding, which requires advances in cross-functional teaming; that new argumentation structures are needed to align and document legal and engineering reasoning; and that advances in curriculum development are needed to prepare law and software engineering students to design accountable systems.
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